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Gallium a unique anti-resorptive agent in bone: Preclinical

Studies on its Mechanisms of action.
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The discovery of gallium as a new and unique agent for the treatment of metabolic
bone disorders was in part fortuitous. Initially studied as a possible
antineoplastic agent, attention shifted to its effects on bone and mineral
metabolism with the clinical observations that patients receiving pharmacologic
levels of gallium nitrate frequently became hypocalcemic. Hypocalciuria had been
reported in animals given gallium by bolus injection (Newman et al., 1979),
however, the mechanism responsible for this effect was not appreciated. Early
studies using explanted fetal rat bones led to the hypothesis that the drug had
potent anti-resorptive activity in bone (Warrell et al., 1984). This
antiresorptive activity was subsequently confirmed by metabolic balance studies in
man (Warrell et al., 1985). Laboratory studies showed gallium would block bone
resorption induced by a variety of cytokines and calcitropic hormones (Warrell et
al., 1984, Bockman et al., 1987). This anti-resorptive action occurred at dose
levels that were without evidence of a cytotoxic effect on bone cells (Cournot-
Witmer et al., 1987, Hall & Chambers, 1990). Unique compared to all other
clinically useful antiresorptive agents, gallium appears to have favorable affects
on new calcium accretion and collagen formation (Bockman et al., 1986, Bockman et
al., 1987). This dual action may in part explain gallium's broad efficacy in a
variety of metabolic bone disorders compared to other clinically available, purely
anti-resorptive agents.

Gallium, listed as a Group III a transitional element, is a near-metal of
intermediate mass. In its pure form it has the unique property of being a liquid
above 29.8°C. It can have several valance states from +1 to ->3, the latter being
most common. It forms salts with strong acids and stable coordinated complexes.
The arsenide compounds have found wide application in the electronic semi-
conductor industry. For pharmaceutical applications, gallium salts are typically
suspended in citrate containing solutions to provide a citrated-coordinate complex
of sufficient solubility at neutral pH. Other weak chelators such as maltol,
provide soluble coordinate complexes. Lecoq de Boisbaudran is credited with
discovering this element and naming it for the region of its discovery.

Based on a growing body of laboratory and clinical studies, the physiologic
effects of gallium, particularly with regard to bone metabolism, result from a
rather complicated series of physical and cellular interactions. When injected
parenterally into man or animals, there i.« rapid clearance of free gallium, ie.



non-complexed gallium through the kidneys. With prolonged administration, a
fraction of the injected dose demonstrates a very long plasma half-life. This
long plasma half life results for at least two reasons, first there is binding of
gallium to large circulating proteins in the blood (mainly transferrin, Clausen et
al., 1974). Secondly, there is deposition and slow release of gallium from a
large tissue reservoir (probably bone). Bone can accumulate large amount of
gallium (Angliheri 1971, Bockman et al., 1986 and Repo et al., 1988). This
accumulation in bone is dependent on the dose administered (Warre 11 et al., 1984
and Bockman et al., 1988). Radiolabeled gallium taken up by the soft tissues can
be readily displaced by a "cold" gallium chase. Gallium that has accumulated in
bone is not readily displaced by newly administered gallium (Angliheri 1971). In
contrast to blood, bone levels of gallium decline very slowly following cessation
of therapy, Fig. 1. This localization of gallium in bone has raised many
important questions as to the interaction of gallium with bone matrices and its
effects on the physical properties of bone as well as on the cellular elements of
bone. Several of these issues will now be discussed.
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Fig. 1. Fall in Plasma and Bone gallium levels following 7 s.c. injections with
gallium nitrate (5 mg/rat) given every other day. Blood and bone samples removed
at various times after therapy and analyzed by flameless atomic absorptiometry.

Localization in Bone:

Therapeutic doses of gallium result in trace levels (ppm) accumulating in bone
(Bockman et al., 1986, Repo et al., 1988), therefore, the quantification and
precise localization of gallium in bone poses significant technical problems.
Indeed, it has not been possible to readily detect gallium in bone by the usual
ion-probe analysis methods (Cournot-Witmer et al., 1987). To achieve spatial
resolution at the microscopic level for selected, naturally occurring trace



technique of synchrotron-generated x-ray microscopy. This methodology employs the
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory to provide a
dense, collimated beam of x-rays of sufficient energy to permit x-ray fluorescence
analyses. The methodology enables one to simultaneously detect zinc, iron,
strontium, copper and gallium with high spatial resolution (Bockman et al., 1988)
Calcium which is present in relatively abundant amounts, provides an internal
standard for the measurements. Comparison of the atomic weight ratios for the
naturally occurring trace elements was carried out in the femoral bones of rats
who had received 7 mg of elemental gallium over 14 days. Following this treatment
the rats showed significant decreases in zinc and iron ratios (27 and 47%
respectively) in the metaphyseal region, a site of active bone turnover (Bockman
et al., in press). No change in strontium or copper levels were noted. When
looking at the microscopic distribution of gallium by XRM, the data show that
gallium preferentially accumulates in those regions where active, bone-cell
metabolism and thus bone matrix turnover are occurring, ie. the endosteal and
periosteal surfaces of bone, Fig. 2. Several cofactor-dependent enzymes known to
be critical for normal bone metabolism are concentrated in the regions of galliurn
accumulation. Gallium-substitution for the naturally occurring trace elements,
(iron or zinc) provides a possible mechanism by which to explain many of the
biologic effects gallium has in bone. While it is evident that gallium
accumulation in bone is associated with displacement of iron and zinc, it has not
been demonstrated that gallium actually replaced the naturally occurring trace
elements. Newer technological advances in the XRM-methodology have allowed micron
level resolution to be achieved; at that level, it may be possible to identify the
specific bone cells that are involved with gallium accumulation.
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Fig. 2. X-Ray microprobe scan across the diaphyseal cortex from the periosteal to
the endosteal surface and analyzed for gallium and calcium fluroescence.



Effects on Bone-Mineral Properties:

The accumulation of trace levels of gallium ion in bone is associated with
consistent and reproducible changes in the physical properties of the mineral
matrix of bone. X-ray diffraction analysis of bone powder from gallium treated
rats shows narrowing of the absorption peak for the long axis of the
hydroxyapatite crystals compared to the crystals from untreated, 1iLter-nate
controls. Such a change is consistent with an increase in hydroxyapatite crystal
perfection or size. Analyses of the gallium-treated bone powder by infrared
spectroscopy suggests that bone carbonate content is decreased (Bockman et al.,
1989). These changes in physical properties would be anticipated to decrease the
solubility of hydroxyapatite. Indeed, when the solubility of hydroxyapatite was
tested in mildly acid solutions, the bone powder from gallium treated rats showed
significantly slower dissolution rates (Repo et al., 1988).

Other changes in bone mineral properties have been noted. Bone powder particles
from the metaphyseal regions of gallium-treated rats showed a shift to higher
density, and an increase in calcium and phosphorus content Repo et al., 1988).
Injection of radio-labeled calcium into gallium-treated rats, consistently
demonstrated more "new" calcium accretion in the treated animals. This finding
argues that gallium treatment favors increased mineralization of newly forming
bone. This combination of decreased solubility of hydroxyapatite with increased
accretion provides a possible explanation for the greater anti-resorptive activity
of gallium nitrate that is seen clinically (Warrell et al., 1988 compared to
calcitonin and bisphosphonates such as EHDP that have little or no bone-forming
activity {Schenk et al 1973).

Cellular Effects

In vitro studies with various explant bone models clearly demonstrate the ability
of gallium to prevent osteplysis. Fetal rat long bones well as newborn calvariae
prelabeled in utero with 45Ca show dose dependent inhibition of calcium release
from tissue explants over a range of 10-200 uM gallium. The effect is independent
of the gallium salt used. Gallium is effective in blocking bone resorption
induced by PTH-peptides at high (Warrell et al 1984, Hall & Chambers, 1990) or
physiologic doses (Stern et al., unpublished), as well as cytokines such as tumor
necrosis factor (Bockman et al., 1987). Since these inducers of osteolysis may
act via different biochemical pathways (Bockman & Repo 1981), the data suggests
gallium acts at a common point (or end-point) to block bone resorption.

In separate, in vivo studies of bone resorption, the effects of gallium were
examined in depth. Bone particles from control and gallium treated rats were
implanted subcutaneously into rats. Over a three week period, multi-nucleated
tartrate-resistant, acid phosphatase staining cells were noted to surround .the
bone particles. These bone particles were subsequently resorbed. Chronic gallium
injections into rats with normal bone powder implants (from non-treated animals),
had no effect on the resorption of the implants compared to sham (citrate)
injected controls. By contrast, a significant delay in resorption was seen when
bone powder taken from gallium treated rats was compared to bone powder from
untreated controls. While the gallium-containing bone implants were more
resistant to resorption; no differences in the recruitment of the tartrate
resistant, acid-phosphatase staining cells with regard to number or appearance was
observed. This would suggest that the chemotactic response to the bone particles
was not altered by gallium treatment.

Histoiogical sections of bone explants provide an important piece of information.
Bone sections from gallium-treated rats show normal osteoclasts apposed to bone
with no differences between control and gallium-treated samples. Morphological
studies on isolated osteoclasts showed that doses of gallium nitrate as high as



it affect their survival on bone slices (Hall & Chambers, 1990). This result is
in striking contrast to the devastating cytotoxic effects seen with other
therapeutic metals such as platinum and germanium or with mithramycin, (Bockman et
al., 1986). Gallium over the therapeutic range (10-100 uH) did not alter DNA or
protein synthesis in calvarial explants or in model osteoblast cell lines. In
fact, gallium caused a significant enhancement (200-300%) above controls) of the
major matrix protein, Type-I collagen (Bockman et al., 1987). This gallium-
induced increase in the major protein component of the organic matrix of bone
along with the increase in newly formed mineral matrix provides the basis for
concluding that gallium treatment actually favors bone formation.

One concern raised by the accumulation of trace amounts of gallium ion and the
subtle changes in bone matrix properties is that bone strength may be altered
following gallium treatment. A standardized biomechanical test of bone strength
(Einhorn et al., 1984) was carried out on rat femurs from rats treated with
gallium-nitrate. The rats received V and 33 mg of elemental gallium over 9 or 11
weeks before testing was carried out. No changes in bone strength were noted
(Adelman et al., 1989, Donnelly et al., unpublished). These data argue that
gallium accumulation in bone did not alter bone strength after months of chronic
administration.
Reviewing the possible mechanisms of gallium's antiresorptive activity, we
propose that:

(1) Gallium accumulates preferentially in the metabolically active regions
where bone resorption and formation occur.

(2) Gallium induces changes in the physical properties of newly synthesized
bone mineral which renders the mineral less resorbable. (3) Gallium alters
the concentration and distribution of naturally occurring trace elements (iron and
zinc) in bone. Cofactor changes in key, metal-dependent enzymes responsible for
bone turnover could result in altered enzyme function.

(4) Gallium treatment is associated with an increase in the calcium and
phosphate content of bone. (5) Cell mediated bone resorption, regardless of
the inducing factor can be inhibited by gallium.

(6) Inhibition of bone resorption is not associated with evidence of a
cytotoxic effect or a failure to recruit resorptive cells.

(7) Increased collagen production is seen in bone explants treated with
gallium.

In summary, gallium is an exciting new therapeutic agent for the treatment of
pathologic states characterized by accelerated bone resorption. Compared to other
therapeutic metal compounds containing platinum or germanium, gallium affects its
antiresorptive action without any evidence of a cytotoxic effect on bone cells.
Gallium is unique amongst all therapeutically available antiresorptive agents in
that it favors bone formation.
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